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INPUT-TAILORED SYSTEM-THEORETIC MODEL ORDER
REDUCTION FOR QUADRATIC-BILINEAR SYSTEMS∗
BJO¨RN LILJEGREN-SAILER† AND NICOLE MARHEINEKE†
Abstract. In this paper we suggest a moment matching method for quadratic-bilinear dy-
namical systems. Most system-theoretic reduction methods for nonlinear systems rely on multi-
variate frequency representations. Our approach instead uses univariate frequency representations
tailored towards user-pre-defined families of inputs. Then moment matching corresponds to a one-
dimensional interpolation problem, not to multi-dimensional interpolation as for the multivariate
approaches, i.e., it also involves fewer interpolation frequencies to be chosen. Comparing to for-
mer contributions towards nonlinear model reduction with univariate frequency representations, our
approach shows profound differences: Our derivation is more rigorous and general and reveals ad-
ditional tensor-structured approximation conditions, which should be incorporated. Moreover, the
proposed implementation exploits the inherent low-rank tensor structure, which enhances its effi-
ciency. In addition, our approach allows for the incorporation of more general input relations in the
state equations – not only affine-linear ones as in existing system-theoretic methods – in an elegant
way. As a byproduct of the latter, also a novel modification for the multivariate methods falls off,
which is able to handle more general input-relations.
AMS-Classification: 93Axx, 37N30, 41Axx
Keywords: Quadratic-bilinear dynamical systems; signal generator; model order
reduction; approximate moment matching; univariate frequency representations
1. Introduction.
The approach in a nutshell. In this paper we introduce a new system-theoretic
model order reduction method for quadratic-bilinear dynamical systems of the form
Ex˙ = Ax+Gx⊗ x+Dx⊗ u+Bu, t ≥ 0
y = Cx, x(0) = x0 ∈ R
N , u(t) ∈ Rp, t ≥ 0
with nonsingular matrix E and Kronecker-tensor product ⊗, i.e., x ⊗ x ∈ RN
2
and
x⊗ u ∈ RNp. The system characterizes a map u 7→ y from typically low-dimensional
input u to low-dimensional output y via a high-dimensional state x. For a cheaper-to-
evaluate reduced model, we seek for an appropriate basis matrix V ∈ RN,n, n ≪ N ,
and define the reduced model as
Erx˙r = Arxr +Grxr ⊗ xr +Drxr ⊗ u+Bru
y˜ = Crxr, xr(0) = V
Tx0 ∈ R
n
with
Er = V
TEV, Ar = V
TAV, Gr = V
TGV ⊗V
Br = V
TB, Dr = V
TDV ⊗ Ip, Cr = CV,
and unit matrix Ip of dimension p. System-theoretic methods for linear systems are
based on the frequency representation of the input-output map, which is a univariate
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Fig. 1. Left: Classical input-output modeling. Right: Modeling the same situation with an
autonomous output system by replacing the external input with a respective signal generator.
algebraic mapping, called transfer function. For moment matching, the reduction ba-
sis V is developed such that the transfer function of the reduced model fulfills certain
interpolation conditions. In the nonlinear case, the input-output map does in general
not have a univariate frequency representation. Relaxations of the linear notions are
needed to generalize it to the nonlinear case, see, e.g., recent multi-moment matching
methods for multivariate frequency representations [ABJ16], [Gu12], [BB15], [ABJ16],
[GAB15], [BB12b]. In our approach we pursue an other idea by using the following
three relaxation steps:
1. Instead of considering the input-output map u 7→ y for arbitrary u, we as-
sume the input itself to be described by an autonomous quadratic differential
system, the signal generator. The input-output system driven by the signal
generator can then also be characterized by an enlarged autonomous output
system, i.e., a system without any input, see Fig. 1 for an illustration.
2. We construct a variational expansion of the autonomous signal generator
driven system w.r.t. its initial conditions. This results in an infinite series of
linear systems.
3. For the first few terms of the variational expansion we construct univariate fre-
quency representations and perform an approximate moment matching. This
means the determination of the reduction basis V corresponds to approxi-
mating certain interpolation conditions for the univariate representations.
The idea of using signal generators for model reduction can also be found in [Ast10a],
[Ast10b], [IA13]. But apart from that our approach is very different from theirs, as
ours relies on variational expansions and by that considers families of solutions. In
particular, our relaxation steps (1) and (2) induce a new input-tailored variational
expansion of the state x of the high-dimensional dynamical system. The work that
probably shares most similarities with ours, and which initially inspired us to look
deeper into the subject, is [ZLW+12], [ZW16]. The common feature is the univari-
ate frequency representations derived for a variational expansion. Nonetheless, our
approach exhibits profound differences to the former: Using the concept of signal
generators we develop a framework that allows us to derive the variational expan-
sion more rigorous and general. Our analysis suggests additional tensor-structured
approximation conditions to be incorporated. Regarding the cascade- and low-rank
tensor-structure present in the approximation problems yields a more efficient imple-
mentation. The latter point is crucial for practical usage, as the involved univariate
frequency representations grow vastly in dimension when considered as unstructured
linear ones. It turns out that the exact moment matching idea pursued classically
in model reduction has to be relaxed to an approximate moment matching owed
to the tensor structure of the problem. In this respect, our input-tailored moment
matching is more involved as the multi-moment approaches [ABJ16], [BG17], [Gu12],
[BB15], [BB12b]. However, our method corresponds to a one-dimensional interpola-
tion problem unlike the multi-moment approaches corresponding to multi-dimensional
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Fig. 2. Sketch for input-tailored moment matching being based on the signal generator driven
system and reduction via Galerkin projection.
interpolation problems. The latter consequently involve the choice of more expansion
frequencies in multi-dimensional frequency space compared to ours, which involves
fewer expansion frequencies to be chosen from a one-dimensional frequency space. A
further difference to other system-theoretic reduction approaches is that ours extends
very naturally to systems with more general input relations, such as, e.g., nonlinear
functions and time derivatives. In this respect it is similarly flexible as the trajectory-
based reduction methods like proper orthogonal decomposition [KV01], [AH14]. As
a byproduct of the extension of our method to more general input relations, we also
derive a respective extension for system-theoretic methods relying on multivariate
frequency representations by incorporating input-weights. Although the use of input-
weights in model reduction is not new [VA02], [BBG15], they have, to the best of the
authors’ knowledge, not been applied for this purpose before.
Outline. The outline of this manuscript is as follows: The concept of a system
to be driven by a signal generator, as well as the proposed variational expansion and
associated univariate frequency representation of the resulting autonomous system are
presented in Section 2. We refer to the expansion and frequency representations as
input-tailored, as they take into account the input described by the signal generator.
The approximation conditions, which our reduction method aims for, resembles an ap-
proximate moment matching condition of the input-tailored frequency representations
(Section 3). In this context the commuting diagram of Fig. 2 also takes a prominent
role. In Section 4 our numerical realization is discussed. We particularly discuss
the ability of handling non-standard input dependencies in our method in Section 5.
In this context we also suggest an extension for other system-theoretic methods to
handle non-standard input maps, which falls off as a byproduct of the discussion of
our approach. The performance of our input-tailored moment matching method in
comparison to the system-theoretic multi-moment matching and the trajectory-based
proper orthogonal decomposition, as well as the proposed handling of non-standard
input maps are numerically studied in Section 6. The three appendices provide ex-
pressions for higher-order univariate frequency representations, as well as details to
the derivation of the variational expansion and generalizations.
Notation. Throughout this paper, matrices/tensors, vectors and scalars are in-
dicated by capital boldfaced, small boldfaced and small normal letters, respectively.
Moreover, in the typeface we distinguish between the quantities associated to the
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original input-output system (e.g., S, A, x) and the ones associated to the signal
generator driven system (e.g., S, A, w). Frequency representations are written in a
curved font (e.g., X , W ). The subscript r indicates a reduced quantity gotten by
Galerkin projection (cf. Fig. 2).
Moreover, tensor notation is used within the paper, cf. [Rug81], [KT10], [Hac12].
The Kronecker-tensor product is denoted by ⊗, it is defined as
P⊗Q =

 p11Q p12Q . . . p1NQ. . .
pM,1Q pM2Q . . . pMNQ

 for P,Q ∈ RM,N , P = (pij).
We abbreviate P 2© = P ⊗ P, P 3© = P ⊗ P ⊗ P. Additionally, we introduce the
notation
2©
P
Q = Q⊗P+P⊗Q ∈ RM
2,N2
3©
P
Q = 2©
P
Q⊗P+P⊗ 2©
P
Q
= Q⊗P⊗P+P⊗Q⊗P+P⊗P⊗Q ∈ RM
3,N3 .
The expressions P i© and i©
P
Q are defined analogously for i > 3. The Kronecker
product has precedence to matrix multiplications, thus the relations
(A⊗B)C = A⊗BC
(AB)⊗ (CD) = (A⊗C) (B⊗D) = A⊗CB⊗D
hold. From its definition it follows directly[
A B
C D
]
⊗P =
[
A⊗P B⊗P
C⊗P D⊗P
]
.
The unit matrix and the zero matrix are denoted by IN ∈ R
N,N and 0M,N ∈ R
M,N ,
respectively, where the sub-index of the dimensions is omitted if they are clear from
the context. For vectors p ∈ RM , q ∈ RN , we often use the notation
[p;q] =
[
p
q
]
∈ RM+N .
2. Input-tailored expansion and frequency representation. In this section
we develop our input-tailored variational expansion and frequency representation our
reduction method is based on. Starting point is the concept of signal generator driven
systems (Section 2.1). These signal generator driven systems are, by construction, au-
tonomous. Variational expansions of autonomous systems and associated univariate
frequency representations are the topic of Section 2.2. Then our input-tailored ex-
pansion and frequency representation are presented in Section 2.3. In Section 2.4, we
embed our proposed expansion in the existing literature by relating it to the Volterra
series and its frequency representations.
2.1. Signal generator driven system. In focus of this paper are quadratic-
bilinear dynamical systems of the form
S : Ex˙ = Ax+Gx 2© +Dx⊗ u+Bu, x(0) = x0 ∈ R
N(2.1a)
y = Cx, u(t) ∈ Rp, t ≥ 0(2.1b)
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with E nonsingular, all system matrices constant and G ∈ RN,N
2
, D ∈ RN,Np. By
slight abuse of notation, we identify throughout the paper the realization of the state
equation S with its input-to-state map S : u 7→ x.
Instead of considering S directly as abstract map, we use the concept of a system
to be driven by a signal generator. A signal generator is an autonomous differential
system describing the input u. We employ here the class of signal generators with
quadratic nonlinearities given as
T : u = Czz, z˙ = Azz+Gzz
2©, z(0) = z0 ∈ R
q.(2.1c)
Remark 2.1 (Signal generators). For example, an oscillation u(t) = a sin (λt)
for t ≥ 0 and a, λ ∈ R is readily given by the signal generator
u = [1 | 0]z, z˙ = λ
[
1
−1
]
z, z(0) =
[
0
a
]
.
More generally, any linear combination of exponential pulses and sine- and cosine-
oscillations can be described by a linear signal generator (as in (2.1c) with Gz = 0)
by superposition of simple signal generators. Taking, e.g., u(t) = a1 exp (λ1t) +
a2 cos (λ2t), the associated signal generator reads
u = [1 | 0 |1]z, z˙ =

λ1 λ2
−λ2

 z, z(0) =

a10
a2

 .
With nonlinear signal generators an even larger class of inputs can be described, see
e.g., [ALM08], [Ast10a] for some applications, or Section 6.2, Case 2 for an example
of a quadratic signal generator.
Similar to [Ast10a], [Ast10b], [IA13], the notion of a system to be driven by a signal
generator is defined in the upcoming. It results from inserting a signal generator for
the input u in system S.
Definition 2.2 (Signal generator driven system). Let a quadratic-bilinear sys-
tem S with an input u described by the signal generator T as in (2.1) be given,
S : Ex˙ = Ax+Gx 2© +Dx⊗ u+Bu, x(0) = x0 ∈ R
N
T : u = Czz, z˙ = Azz+Gzz
2©, z(0) = z0 ∈ R
q.
Let Q be the constant matrix such that
Q
[
x¯
z¯
] 2©
=

 x¯ 2©x¯⊗ z¯
z¯ 2©

 for arbitrary x¯ ∈ RN , z¯ ∈ Rq.
Then we call the autonomous system
S :
Ew˙ = Aw+ Gw 2©, w(0) = b
x = Pxw
with
E =
[
E
Iq
]
, A =
[
A BCz
Az
]
, Px = [IN , 0], b =
[
x0
z0
]
,
G =
[
G D(IN ⊗Cz)
Gz
]
Q
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the signal generator driven system S.
By definition, the solution x of system S for input u described by the signal generator
T and the output x of the signal generator driven system S coincide. For an illustra-
tion, we refer to Fig. 2, left column. Note that the state equation of S (denoted by
Sw in Fig. 2) is autonomous.
2.2. Variational expansion of autonomous systems and associated uni-
variate frequency representations. Our approach employs a variational expan-
sion of the autonomous system S from Definition 2.2 and associated univariate fre-
quency representations. The theoretical basis is given by the following theorem.
Theorem 2.3. Let an α-dependent initial value problem of the autonomous quad-
ratic differential equation
Ew˙(t;α) = Aw(t;α) + G (w(t;α)) 2©, t ∈ (0, T )
w(0;α) = αb
be given for T > 0 and constant system matrices E ,A ∈ RM,M , G ∈ RM,M
2
and
b ∈ RM with E nonsingular. For parameter α ∈ I, 0 ∈ I ⊂ R bounded interval, the
family of α-dependent solutions w(·, α) can then be expanded as
w(t;α) =
N∑
i=1
αiwi(t) +O(α
N+1), t ∈ [0, T ), α ∈ I.(2.2)
The univariate frequency representations W˘i of the first three functions wi for s ∈ C
are
W˘1(s) = (sE − A)
−1b(2.3a)
W˘2(s) = (sE − A)
−1G
(
sE 2© − 2©EA
)−1
b 2©(2.3b)
W˘3(s) = 2(sE − A)
−1G
(
sE 2© − 2©EA
)−1
G ⊗ E
(
sE 3© − 3©EA
)−1
b 3©.(2.3c)
The proof of Theorem 2.3 relies on a variational expansion w.r.t. the initial conditions
and on frequency space formulations using the so called Associated Transform [Rug81].
It is provided in detail in Appendix B. Formal similarities to univariate frequency
representations of [ZLW+12], [ZW16] are addressed and exploited within our proof.
Let us emphasize that the cited works rely on variational expansions w.r.t. the inputs,
which distinguishes their approach from ours.
Remark 2.4. Certainly, the series in (2.2) can be formulated regarding terms of
arbitrary high order in α. The tensor-structured explicit representations, however,
get lengthy for high orders and the calculations more technical. In the main body of
the paper, we restrict ourselves from now on to terms up to order two to keep it more
comprehensible. The tensor structure pattern that are observed and exploited for order
two, are preserved for the expressions of higher order as well. For order three this can
be seen in Theorem 2.3 and in respective generalizations of other important results
provided in Appendix A.
Another point of view on the associated univariate frequency representation W˘2 is
highlighted in the following lemma that results from straight forward calculus (cf.
Lemma A.1 for W˘3).
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Lemma 2.5. Assume that the requirements of Theorem 2.3 hold true. Then the
associated frequency representation W˘2 can be formulated with the linear representa-
tion
W˘2(s) = C˘2
(
sE˘2 − A˘2
)−1
b˘2,
with E˘2 =
[
E
E 2©
]
, A˘2 =
[
A G
2©EA
]
, b˘2 =
[
0
b 2©
]
, C˘2 =
[
IM 0
]
.
Remark 2.6 (Cascade- and tensor-structure of associated frequency representa-
tions). The frequency representation W˘1 associated to the first order term of the vari-
ational expansion is a usual linear input-to-state transfer function with dimension M
equal to the dimension of the state w. According to Lemma 2.5 (and Lemma A.1), also
the higher-order terms possess linear state representations, which will strongly moti-
vate our subsequently proposed procedure for setting up the approximation conditions
in the approximate moment matching. However, since the frequency representations
are of growing dimension, RM+M
2
for W˘2 (R
M+M2+M3 for W˘3), operating directly on
them – as done in [ZLW+12], [ZW16] – is unpractical for medium- to large-scale prob-
lems. For the development of a numerically tractable method, we instead exploit their
special cascade- and tensor-structure that is revealed in Theorem 2.3. For example,
W˘2 can be interpreted as the cascade of the transfer functions G
(
sE 2© − 2©EA
)−1
b 2©
and (sE − A)−1, where the former has low-rank tensor structure.
2.3. Input-tailored variational expansion. Based on the notion of a system
to be driven by a signal generator, we can now formulate our input-tailored expansion.
Definition 2.7 (Input-tailored variational expansion). Let the signal generator
driven system S with enlarged state w be as in Definition 2.2. Let
w(t;α) =
N∑
i=1
αiwi(t) +O(α
N+1), t ∈ [0, T )
be the variational expansion of w w.r.t. the initial conditions w(0;α) = αb. Let W˘i be
the associated univariate frequency representations of wi as in Theorem 2.3.
Then the input-tailored variational expansion of x described by S (respectively by
S and T) is defined as
x(t;α) =
N∑
i=1
αixi(t) +O(α
N+1), xi(t) = Pxwi(t)
with Px = [IN ,0N,q]. The input-tailored frequency representations X˘i are given as
X˘i(s) = PxW˘i(s), s ∈ C.
Let us emphasize that our input-tailored variational expansion is not tailored towards
a single solution trajectory, but rather towards a family of solutions parametrized in
the expansion parameter α. Given, e.g., the signal generator
u = [1 |0]z, z˙ = λ
[
1
−1
]
z z(0) = α
[
0
1
]
, α ∈ R,
it relates to the inputs u(t) = α sin(λt), i.e., oscillations of varying amplitude.
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Remark 2.8 (Possible generalizations). We point out that the definition of sig-
nal generator driven systems, Definition 2.2, and with that our whole approach can
be generalized straightforwardly to systems with more sophisticated input maps, e.g.,
quadratic inputs, time derivatives, see Section 5.
Moreover, the variational expansion from Theorem 2.3 itself can be generalized.
Instead of considering families of solutions parametrized in initial conditions that
dependent only on the single parameter α, also families of solutions parametrized in
a multidimensional parameter can be treated, see Appendix C. This includes solutions
parametrized in inputs u(t) =
∑
j αjuj(t) for varying αj , where all uj have a linear
signal generator.
2.4. Relation to Volterra series expansion. In the following, we discuss the
relation of our input-tailored variational expansion with the Volterra series, which is a
variational expansion of the solution w.r.t. the input. The Volterra series has recently
been extensively used as a basis for model reduction. For example, multi-moment
matching has been discussed in [Gu12], [BB12b], [BB12c], hermite multi-moment
matching in [BB15], [ABJ16], [BGG18], and balanced truncation in [BG17]. We
recapitulate the variational ansatz from [Rug81], [LK78], [Gil77]. As the references
are restricted to the scalar input case u : R → R, we also use this restriction for
convenience. Consider the state equation S with a scalar-valued input and trivial
initial conditions, i.e.,
Ex˙ = Ax+Gx 2© + uDx+ bu, x(0) = 0, u : R→ R
with b ∈ RN . For appropriate input u(t) = αv(t) with α ∈ R being sufficiently
small and the system being uniquely solvable in an α-neighborhood containing zero,
a variational expansion in the input holds, i.e., the solution can be expanded in α for
N > 0 as
x(t;α) =
N∑
i=1
αixi(t) + O(α
N+1) t ∈ [0, T )(2.4)
for some T > 0. It can be shown, using the multivariate Laplace transform as in
[BGG18], that the terms xi have multivariate frequency representations Xi with
X1(s1) = G1(s1)U (s1),
X2(s1, s2) = G2(s1, s2)U (s1)U (s2)
Xi(s1, s2, . . . , si) = Gi(s1, s2, . . . , si)U (s1)U (s2) . . .U (si), si ∈ C, i ≤ N
where U is the Laplace transform of the input u and Gi are the so-called symmetric
transfer functions, see [Rug81], [LP06], [ZW16] for details on them. The model reduc-
tion methods relying on the Volterra series (2.4) typically formulate approximation
conditions for the transfer functions Gi.
At first glance there seems not to be a connection to our input-tailored variational
expansion. The upcoming lemma, however, shows that for inputs described by linear
signal generators, both expansions lead to the same result.
Lemma 2.9. For a quadratic-bilinear differential system S with scalar input and
trivial initial conditions, where the input is described by a signal generator T being
linear, i.e.,
S : Ex˙ = Ax+Gx 2© + uDx+Bu, x(0) = 0,
T : u = Czz, z˙ = Azz, z(0) = z0,
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the same expansion of the solution
x(t;α) =
k∑
i=1
αixi(t) +O(α
k+1)
can be obtained by the following two approaches:
a) By the input-tailored variational expansion of x as in Definition 2.7.
b) By the Volterra series: Expand the state x for input u(t) = αu1(t) in α, and then
set the input u to be as in the linear signal generator.
Proof. Proceeding from Approach a) we show the equality to Approach b). In
Approach a) we assume for initial value w0 = α[0; z¯0] that the extended state can be
expanded as
w(t;α) =
[
x(t;α)
z(t;α)
]
=
k∑
i=1
αi
[
xi(t)
zi(t)
]
+O(αk+1).
From the signal generator relation T it then follows
u(t;α) =
k∑
i=1
αiui(t) +O(α
k+1), ui(t) = Czzi(t).
As the signal generator is linear, it is easily seen that z ≡ αz1, thus also u ≡ αu1.
Therefore, the expansion terms αixi scale with u
i ≡ αiui1 as in Approach b), and
hence the expansion terms xi of both approaches coincide.
Inputs described by linear signal generators are an important case. Alternatively
to the derivation in [BGG18], the multivariate symmetric transfer functions Gi can
already be derived by considering the response to sums of exponential functions
u(t) =
i∑
k=1
ak exp(λkt), for arbitrary ak, λk ∈ R
only, which is, e.g., used in the growing exponential approach, [Rug81], [Bre13].
Clearly, sums of exponential functions can be described by linear signal generators,
cf. Remark 2.1. Therefore, loosely spoken, the associated univariate input-tailored
frequency representation tailored towards the upper growing exponentials for differ-
ent choices ak, λk resemble the multivariate transfer functions Gi. The works [LW13],
[ZW16] indirectly heavily rely on the upper resemblance, but do not explicitly elabo-
rate on it.
Finally, let us comment on the more formal approach by [ZW16], [ZLW+12] that
leads to similar univariate frequency representations as ours.
Remark 2.10. In [ZW16], [ZLW+12] the quadratic-bilinear equation of Theo-
rem 2.3 with zero (pre-)initial conditions but an initial jump is considered, i.e.,
Ew˙ = Aw+ Gw 2© + bu(t), u(t) = αδ(t), lim
t¯↑0
w(t¯) = 0,
where δ(t) is the Dirac-impulse. There the solution w is expanded formally as Volterra
series with that distributional input u(t) = αδ(t), yielding the same expansion terms as
ours. However, the validity of the Volterra series when the input is a Dirac-impulse is
not covered by the classical result on Volterra series expansions – as far as the authors
know (cf., e.g., [Rug81], [LK78], [Gil77] or [Bor10]). This issue is also not further
addressed or discussed in the respective works.
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3. Input-tailored system-theoretic model reduction framework. Aim of
our method is to construct a reduced model such that for the input-tailored frequency
representations X˘i the so-called moments
dk
dsk
X˘i(s)|s=s0 for k, i, s0 given
of the full order model are approximately matched by their reduced counterparts.
This is a relaxation of the linear moment matching idea, which we recapitulate in Sec-
tion 3.1. Our input-tailored moment matching problem is formulated in Section 3.2.
The notion of a signal generator driven system S and its reduced counterpart is here-
fore essential. The structure of the approximation problem is analyzed in Section 3.3.
From a theoretical point of view, it can be characterized with linear theory. To do so,
a change to high-dimensional state representations (cf. Lemma 2.5) is needed. Our
projection ansatz, however, operates on the lower-dimensional original representation
with tensor structure, which is why the relaxation from exact to approximate mo-
ment matching is needed. The proposed conditions aiming for approximate moment
matching are presented in Section 3.4.
3.1. Moments and linear theory. The basic theory of linear moment match-
ing is recalled here for convenience, for further reading we refer to, e.g., [Ant05],
[Gri97], [Ast10a], and references therein.
Definition 3.1 (Moments). Given a univariate frequency representation H
being k-times differentiable at s0 ∈ C, its k-th moment at s0 is defined as
mk =
(−1)k
k!
dk
dsk
H (s)|s=s0 .
Note that the moments mk are dependent on the expansion frequency s0 chosen,
which we, however, suppress in our notation to keep it shorter.
Lemma 3.2. Let a frequency representation H have the form H (s) = C(sE −
A)−1B. Let, for given s0, As0 = −s0E +A be nonsingular. Then the k-th moment
of H at s0 reads
mk = −C
[
A−1s0 E
]k
A−1s0 B, for k ≥ 0.
The moments can be determined as follows: Calculate ki, the moments of s 7→ (sE−
A)−1B at s0, by the recursion
i = 0 : As0k0 = −B
i > 0 : As0ki = Eki−1.
Then set mk = Ckk.
For linear systems reduced models fulfilling moment matching can be constructed by
means of the following lemma.
Lemma 3.3. Let H (s) = C(sE − A)−1B with E,A ∈ RN,N , and let for given
reduction basis V ∈ RN,n the reduced system be defined as
Hr(s) = Cr(sEr −Ar)
−1Br
with Er = V
TEV, Ar = V
TAV, Br = V
TB, Cr = CV.
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If for prescribed s0, it holds
span{k0,k1, . . .kk} ⊆ image(V)(3.1)
for ki, 0 ≤ i ≤ k, as defined in Lemma 3.2, then the (exact) moment matching
condition
di
dsi
H (s)|s=s0 =
di
dsi
Hr(s)|s=s0 , i ≤ k(3.2)
is satisfied. We say that the moments of the full and the reduced model match (up to
k-th order at s0). Moreover, it holds
ki = Vkr,i, i ≤ k,
where kr,i is recursively defined with Ar,s0 = −s0Er +Ar as
i = 0 : Ar,s0kr,0 = −Br
i > 0 : Ar,s0kr,i = Erkr,i−1.
Of course, projection errors play a crucial role in this kind of model reduction.
Lemma 3.4 (Error of projected solution). Let V ∈ RN,n be orthogonal. Let
b ∈ RN,p and let A ∈ RN,N , Ar = V
TAV both be nonsingular, and
X := A−1b, Xr := A
−1
r br,
where br = V
Tb. Then the following approximation condition holds
X−VXr =
[
I−VA−1r V
TA
] [
I−VVT
]
X,
where I−VVT is the projector onto the orthogonal complement of the image of V.
Lemma 3.4 can be shown by straight forward calculus. With the help of Lemma 3.4,
and exploiting the recursive manner the moments can be defined, leads to an iterative
proof of Lemma 3.3. It mainly relies on the fact that under condition (3.1) the
projection error in the respective ki, i.e., (I − VV
T )ki, is zero. It then follows
iteratively that Vkr,i = ki, from which (3.2) can be deduced.
3.2. Reduced signal generator driven system. In this subsection we clarify
our notion of a reduced signal generator driven system and its usage. We start by
stating the basic result behind the commuting diagram sketched in Fig. 2.
Lemma 3.5. Let a quadratic-bilinear system S, a signal generator T,
S : Ex˙ = Ax+Gx 2© +Dx⊗ u+Bu, x(0) = x0,
T : u = Czz, z˙ = Azz+Gzz
2©, z(0) = z0,
and the associated signal generator driven system S, as in Definition 2.2, be given. Let
furthermore, for given reduction basis V ∈ RN,n, n ≪ N , the reduced state matrices
be defined as
Er = V
TEV, Ar = V
TAV, Gr = V
TGV ⊗V,
Br = V
TB, Dr = V
TDV ⊗ Ip.
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Let Qr be the constant matrix such that
Qr
[
x¯
z¯
] 2©
=

 x¯ 2©x¯⊗ z¯
z¯ 2©

 for arbitrary x¯ ∈ Rn, z¯ ∈ Rq.
Introducing the reduced system as
Sr : Erx˙r = Arxr +Grxr ⊗ xr +Drxr ⊗ u+Bru, xr(0) = V
Tx0,
and setting up the signal generator driven system for Sr and T gives
Sr :
Erw˙r = Arwr + Grw
2©
r , wr(0) = br,
xr = Pxr wr.
with
Er =
[
Er
Iq
]
, Ar =
[
Ar BrCz
Az
]
, Pxr = [In, 0], br =
[
VTx0
z0
]
,
Gr =
[
Gr Dr(In ⊗Cz)
Gz
]
Qr.
Projecting the realization of S as
Er = V
TEV , Ar = V
TAV , Gr = V
TGV ⊗ V br = V
T b,
with reduction basis V =
[
V
Iq
]
,
and defining Pxr , as above, leads to the same reduced signal generator driven system
Sr.
The lemma is quite obvious, but nonetheless of high importance for us. The input-
tailored frequency representations X˘r,i of Sr are accordingly obtained, as specified in
Definition 2.7, by
X˘r,i(s) = Pxr W˘r,i(s), s ∈ C
with W˘r,i being the frequency representation of the variational expansion terms wr,i.
The proposed approximate moment matching conditions we require on the reduced
model Sr to be fulfilled are
V
dk
dsk
X˘r,i(s)|s=s0
!
≈
dk
dsk
X˘i(s)|s=s0 for k ≤ Li, i ≤ i¯,(3.3)
for Li, i¯, s0 prescribed.
Remark 3.6 (Extracting reduction basis from extended problem). Note that
the signal generator itself is not reduced in the construction of Lemma 3.5. This is
also reflected in the block structure of V with a unit matrix block Iq. Moreover, the
lemma shows that projection and driving by a signal generator commute. Therefore,
the input-tailored moment matching (3.3) can be approached in a two-step procedure:
• Find basis V such that
V
dk
dsk
W˘r,i(s)|s=s0
!
≈
dk
dsk
W˘i(s)|s=s0 for k ≤ Li, i ≤ i¯(3.4)
holds, for Li, i¯, s0 prescribed, where W˘i, W˘r,i are as in Definition 2.7 given
S, Sr.
• Extract the basis V from V.
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3.3. Input-tailored moments and projection. Up to now, the input-tailored
moment matching problem has been tracked back to the extended problem (Re-
mark 3.6), and it has been shown that the reduced signal generator driven system
Sr can be seen as the projection of S, Lemma 3.5. What remains to examine is the
actual structure of the extended problem (3.4). It will be seen that, from a theo-
retical point of view, we can tackle the problem with linear theory by changing into
high-dimensional linear representations.
Lemma 3.7 (Reduced associated frequency representation). Given the full order
signal generator S, and its reduced counterpart Sr as in Lemma 3.5, the reduced
associated frequency representation W˘r,2 is the Galerkin-projection of W˘2 written in
its high-dimensional linear representation of Lemma 2.5, i.e.,
W˘r,2(s) = C˘r,2
(
sE˘r,2 − A˘r,2
)−1
b˘r,2
with E˘r,2 = V˘
T
2 E˘2V˘2, A˘r,2 = V˘
T
2 A˘2V˘2, b˘r,2 = V˘
T
2 b˘2, C˘r,2 = C˘2V˘2,
and V˘2 =
[
V
V 2©
]
.
The proof is straight forward. Obviously, the inherent tensor-structure of the problem
is handed over to the reduction basis V˘2. Our method makes use of this special
cascade- and tensor-structure that is also present in the moments, which we show in
the upcoming.
Lemma 3.8. For s0 ∈ C, i > 0 and quadratic matrices E ,A let As0 = −s0E +A.
Then it holds
i©EAs0/i = −s0E
i© + i©EA.
Proof. For 0 ≤ k,m ≤ i− 1, with k +m+ 1 = i it holds
E k© ⊗
(
−
s0
i
E +A
)
⊗ E m© = −
s0
i
E i© + E k© ⊗A⊗ E m©.
Since i©EAs0/i can be written as sum of i such expressions with k = 0, . . . , i− 1, and
m = i− k − 1, the lemma follows.
A recursion formula for the moments m
(2)
i of W˘2 can now be stated (cf. Theorem A.2
for W˘3). The super-index ’.
(j)’ in the moments is used throughout to indicate the
correspondence to the j-th frequency representation W˘j , j = 2, 3.
Theorem 3.9 (Extended input-tailored moments). Assume that the require-
ments of Theorem 2.3 and Lemma 2.5 hold, and let for given s0 ∈ C the matrix
As0 = −s0E +A be nonsingular. Then the moments m
(2)
i of W˘2 at s0 are character-
ized by the recursion:
i = 0 : 2©EAs0/2 µ
(2)
0 = −b
2©
As0 m
(2)
0 = −G µ
(2)
0
i > 0 : 2©EAs0/2 µ
(2)
i = E
2©
µ
(2)
i−1
As0 m
(2)
i = Em
(2)
i−1−G µ
(2)
i .
Moreover, k
(2)
i = [m
(2)
i ;µ
(2)
i ] are the moments of s 7→
(
sE˘2 − A˘2
)−1
b˘2 at s0.
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Proof. The representation of Lemma 2.5 for W˘2 is a linear state representation.
Therefore, following Lemma 3.2, the factors k
(2)
i recursively defined by
i = 0 : (−s0E˘2 + A˘2)k
(2)
0 = −b˘2
i > 0 : (−s0E˘2 + A˘2)k
(2)
i = E˘2 k
(2)
i−1,
are the moments of s 7→
(
sE˘2 − A˘2
)−1
b˘2 at s0. Let us introduce the following
notation for the upper and lower blocks
k
(2)
i =
[
m
(2)
i
µ
(2)
i
]
, where m
(2)
i ∈ R
M , µ
(2)
i ∈ R
M2 .
Then these blocks fulfill for i > 0
(−s0E +A)m
(2)
i +G µ
(2)
i = Em
(2)
i−1(
−s0E
2© + 2©E A
)
µ
(2)
i = E
2©
µ
(2)
i−1 .
Using Lemma 3.8, we get the recursive expression for m
(2)
i for i > 0. The initial step
i = 0 follows similarly. In fact, m
(2)
i is the i-th moment of W˘2 at s0, as it equals
C˘2k
(2)
i , which is the expression we get for the moment by applying the last part of
Lemma 3.2.
According to the linear theory, exact moment matching requires
k
(2)
i ∈ image(V˘2).(3.5)
This corresponds to a condition in a (N + q)2+(N + q)-dimensional space. However,
this condition cannot be fulfilled exactly because of the specific form our reduction
basis has.
3.4. Proposed approximation conditions. We propose an approximate mo-
ment matching that accounts for the special tensor structure of the problem.
Considering the reduction basis for W˘2
V˘2 =
[
V2
V
2©
2
]
,
we solve the following splitted problem: Find V2 such that it holds
||(IN+q − V2V
T
2 )m
(2)
i ||/||m
(2)
i || small for i = 0, 1, . . . L(3.6a)
||(I(N+q)2 − V
2©
2 (V
2©
2 )
T )µ
(2)
i ||/||µ
(2)
i || small for i = 0, 1, . . . L(3.6b)
for m
(2)
i , µ
(2)
i from Lemma 3.9. This aims for small projection errors(
I− V˘2V˘
T
2
)
k
(2)
i , with k
(2)
i = [m
(2)
i ;µ
(2)
i ],
which is a relaxation of the exact moment matching in (3.5).
In the assembly of the global reduction basis V that corresponds to all considered
frequency representations W˘i, i ≤ i¯, cf. (3.4), we provide a block structure of the form
V =
[
V
Iq
]
.
This reflects that the signal generator itself is not reduced and gives the desired
reduction basis V of the original system.
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Remark 3.10. Let us stress the difference to former work on model reduction
using univariate frequency representations for nonlinear systems. Comparing our ap-
proach with the one from [ZLW+12], [ZW16] there are, besides the more rigorous treat-
ment of the variational expansion (cf. Remark 2.10), three major differences: The first
and most important one is that our analysis reveals an additional tensor-structured
approximation condition (3.6b) to naturally appear when aiming for approximate mo-
ment matching. Such a condition is not present in the former approach. Second, our
framework using the concept of signal generator driven systems enables us to consider
a larger class of input scenarios within the process. And finally, the inherent cascade-
and sparse-tensor-structure has not been exploited in the former algorithmic imple-
mentation. It will be seen in Section 4 that the appearing tensor-structured problems
can be formulated as Lyapunov-type equations with ’sparse right hand sides’. We deal
with them using recently proposed low-rank solvers from literature, which is known to
save memory- and time-effort by orders of magnitude, cf. [SKB16], [Sim07], [KT10].
4. Numerical realization of approximate input-tailored moment match-
ing. In this section we present and discuss the algorithms for the numerical realization
of our input-tailored moment matching method.
4.1. Low-rank calculations of input tailored moments. The main part of
the numerics consists in constructing the subspace for basis V such that (3.6) hold.
Clearly, it is easy to construct a basis matrix V fulfilling (3.6a) exactly, namely just
use the matrix composed of the moments m
(2)
i itself. The question remains, why
a low-rank basis fulfilling (3.6b) should exist. Let us herefore look at the zeroth
auxiliary moment µ
(2)
0 around s0. It reads[
E ⊗ As0/2 +As0/2 ⊗ E
]
µ
(2)
0 +b
2© = 0,
which is the well-known Lyapunov equation, written in tensor notation, with a sparse
’right hand side’ b 2©. Low-rank solutions for these kind of equations exist under
reasonable conditions [KT10], [Sim07], [BB12a], and take the form
ni∑
k=1
zki ⊗ z
k
i ≈ µ
(2)
i for small ni.(4.1)
For the higher order terms, e.g., µ
(2)
1 , we suggest to follow up the iteration with the
new sparse ’right hand side’ E 2© µ
(2)
0 , i.e., the low-rank approximation from the former
step, and so on. By that, we do not only have a strategy to efficiently approximate
µ
(2)
i andm
(2)
i up to a certain extend, but also a candidate for a low-rank basis, namely
the span over all zki . The upcoming Algorithm 4.1 summarizes our approach aiming
towards (3.6).
Note that the moments involved are the ones for the signal generator driven
system S. Albeit the reduction basis V is constructed for the original system S.
Thus, the selection matrix Px : w 7→ x appears here.
Algorithm 4.1 (Moment-matching-bases for X˘2).
INPUT:
• Realization matrices of signal generator driven system S (cf. Definition 2.2):
E, A, G, b
• Dimension of state variable N ; Dimension of signal generator: q
• Expansion frequencies: (s1, s2, . . . , sµ); Number of moments: (L1, L2, . . . , Lµ)
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• Tolerance for low-rank approximations: tol
• Basis for space not considered in low-rank approximation: V⊥
OUTPUT: Reduction bases: Va, Vb.
1. Set Px = [IN , 0N,q].
2. for j = 1, . . . µ
a) Set s0 := sj and L := Lj.
b) Calculate low-rank factors zki for k = 1, . . . ni, i = 0, . . . L − 1, see (4.1),
i.e.,
zki with:
ni∑
k=1
zki ⊗ z
k
i ≈
((
2©EAs0/2
)−1
E 2©
)i (
2©EAs0/2
)−1
b 2©.
c) Gather all (Pxz
k
i ) in Zsj , i.e.,
Zsj := Px[z
1
0, z
2
0, . . . z
n0
0 , z
1
1, . . . z
n1
1 , . . . z
nL−1
L−1 ]
endfor
3. Gather all Zsj in Z, i.e.,
Z := [Zs1 ,Zs2 , . . .Zsµ ]
4. for j = 1, . . . µ
a) Set s0 := sj and L := Lj.
b) Calculate m
(2)
i for s0 from Lemma 3.9 (using the low-rank approximations
on µ
(2)
i from Step (2b))
c) Gather all (Pxm
(2)
i ) in Msj , i.e.,
Msj := Px[m
(2)
0 ,m
(2)
1 , . . .m
(2)
L−1]
endfor
5. Construct Va as orthogonal basis of [Ms1 , . . . ,Msj ].
6. Define P⊥ as orthogonal projection onto the orthogonal complement of span
of [Va,V⊥]. Then set Vb to consist of all left-singular vectors of (P⊥Z) with
singular value bigger than tol.
In terms of numerical calculation, the most delicate step is the construction of the
low-rank factors zki . Note that for each i in Step (2b) we actually need to construct
a low-rank solution on a Lyapunov equation. The projection step with P⊥ removes
components of the dominant space already present in the former constructed bases,
and therefore allows for lower-order truncation in step (6).
4.2. Constructing the full reduction basis. In this subsection we conclude
our approach for the construction of a reduced model, which aims at approximate
moment matching of the input-tailored frequency representations X˘1, X˘2 from Defi-
nition 2.7.
For the basis construction with regards to X˘1, the signal generator does not need
to be considered. This is because W˘1 can be factored as
W˘1(s) =
[
(sE−A)−1B
]
Cz(sIq −Az)
−1z0,
i.e., into the standard linear transfer function (sE−A)−1B and the signal generator.
As discussed in Section 3, the signal generator is not reduced, and therefore moment
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matching of the linear transfer function automatically imposes moment matching on
W˘1. Concluding, the following algorithm for the construction of a reduced model is
proposed.
Algorithm 4.2 (Input-tailored approximate moment matching).
INPUT:
• Realization matrices of the quadratic-bilinear dynamical system S to reduce:
E, A, G, D, B, C
• Realization matrices of the signal generator T: Az, Gz, Cz
• Initial value vectors: x0, z0
• Concerning X˘2: Expansion frequencies: (s1, s2, . . . , sµ); Number of moments
to match: (L1, L2, . . . , Lµ); Tolerance for low-rank approximations in Algo-
rithm 4.1: tol
• Concerning X˘1: Expansion frequencies: (s˜1, s˜2, . . . , s˜ν); Number of moments
to match: (L˜1, L˜2, . . . , L˜ν)
OUTPUT: Reduced realization: Er, Ar, Gr, Dr, Br, Cr.
1. Construct reduction basis V1 for X˘1 as orthonormal basis
for the union of the Krylov spaces KL˜j (A
−1
s˜j
E,A−1s˜j b) for j = 1, . . . ν.
2. Construct realization for signal generator driven system S (Definition 2.2):
E, A, G, b
3. Construct reduction bases Va, Vb for X˘2 by Algorithm 4.1 for
frequencies (s1, s2, . . . , sµ), number of moments (L1, L2, . . . , Lµ), tolerance tol
and V⊥ = V1.
4. Construct V as orthogonal basis of span of [Va,Vb,V1].
5. Calculate reduced state representation as Er = V
TEV, Ar = V
TAV, Gr =
VTGV ⊗V, Dr = V
TDV ⊗ Ip, Br = V
TB, Cr = CV.
For Step (1) in Algorithm 4.2 we just use the standard Krylov method as in [Gri97],
[Ant05]. Note furthermore that in the calculation of Gr it is advisable to avoid the
memory-demanding explicit calculation of V ⊗V, see [Bre13], which we also do.
Remark 4.3. Algorithm 4.1 is only assumed to be stable if the order of moments
matched Lj are all chosen moderate. This is, because we actually seek for a special
so called Krylov space. For matrices M,L of appropriate dimension and L ∈ N the
Krylov space is defined as
KL(M,L) := span
{[
L, ML, . . . , ML−1L
]}
.
Then Step (2b), thought of in RN
2
, consists in constructing the Krylov space
KL
((
2©EAs0/2
)−1
E 2©,
(
2©EAs0/2
)−1
b 2©
)
without any orthogonalization between the iteration. This is known to be unstable for
high orders, see, e.g., [Gri97], [Ant05]. However, orthogonalization in RN
2
destroys
our tensor structure. It is possible to recover a low-rank tensor structure by additional
truncation, but this goes with further approximation errors [KK18]. Therefore, we
recommend to match the moments at several frequencies si rather than at high-order
moments as it is also usual practice for linear moment matching.
5. Handling non-standard input dependencies. In practical applications
the state equation S to reduce may take a more general form as in (2.1a), e.g.,
Ex˙ = Ax+Gx 2© +Dx⊗ u+Bu+K(u)
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with K(u) describing input dependencies not affine-linear in u. For example, quad-
ratic terms in the inputs can come from boundary control terms, when systems with
quadratic nonlinearities are discretized, as shown for the Burgers’ equation in Sec-
tion 6.2.2. Also time derivatives in the input can appear, when the state equation
S originates from an index-reduced differential-algebraic equation [KM06], [LMT13].
The usual work-around in system-theoretic model reduction is to introduce artificial
augmented inputs for all non-standard terms. Obviously, this enlarges the input and
ignores known input-structure, which leads to worse results in model reduction.
5.1. Extension of input-tailored method. Our input-tailored approach can
incorporate a large class of input-relations directly, as we discuss for some cases in
the following.
Input map with quadratic term and/or time derivative. ForK(u) = Guu
2©+Bpu˙
our signal generator driven system, and with that the core of our approach generalizes
as follows.
Definition 5.1 (Generalization of Definition 2.2, Signal generator driven sys-
tem). Let a system S of the following form with an input u described by the signal
generator T (as in (2.1c)) be given
S : Ex˙ = Ax+Gx 2© +Dx⊗ u+Bu+Guu
2© +Bpu˙, x(0) = x0 ∈ R
N
T : u = Czz, z˙ = Azz+Gzz
2©, z(0) = z0 ∈ R
q.
Let Q be the constant matrix such that
Q
[
x¯
z¯
] 2©
=

 x¯ 2©x¯⊗ z¯
z¯ 2©

 for arbitrary x¯ ∈ RN , z¯ ∈ Rq.
Then we call the autonomous system
S :
Ew˙ = Aw+ Gw 2©, w(0) = b
x = Pxw
with
E =
[
E
Iq
]
, A =
[
A BCz +BpCzAz
Az
]
, Px = [IN , 0], b =
[
x0
z0
]
,
G =
[
G D(IN ⊗Cz) GuCz ⊗Cz +BpCzGz
Gz
]
Q,
the signal generator driven system S.
Note that the solution x of system S for input u described by the signal generator T
and the output x of the signal generator-driven system S from the definition coincide.
Input map with higher-order time derivatives. When higher-order time derivatives
occur in the input map, the further procedure depends on the signal generator. If the
signal generator is linear, we can use that for
u = Czz, z˙ = Azz z(0) = z0, it holds
di
dti
u = CzA
i
zz.
Thus, a signal generator driven system, which is quadratic in the extended state
[x; z], can be directly constructed. Only the system matrices A, G have to be slightly
adjusted.
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If the signal generator is nonlinear, we suggest to further extend the signal genera-
tor driven system. We exemplarily discuss this for the case of second order derivatives
u¨: Introduce z1 = z˙ as a dependent variable and extend the signal generator driven
state to w = [x; z; z1]. Add the additional equation
z˙1 = Azz1 +Gz(z1 ⊗ z+ z⊗ z1), z1(0) = z10
with z10 chosen consistently to z to the signal generator driven system. Then proceed
as in Definition 5.1 to construct the quadratic signal generator driven system with
extended state w = [x; z; z1].
5.2. Input-weighted concept for input-output type methods. At least
formally, our input-tailoring shows some similarities to the concept of input-weighting.
The latter has been used in system-theoretic model reduction of linear systems to get
reduced models with enhanced fidelity in certain frequency ranges. We refer to [VA02],
[BBG15] and references therein for details.
Motivated by our approach, we propose the usage of input-weights to incorporate
non-standard input maps in the system-theoretic methods like multi-moment match-
ing or balanced truncation [BG17] based on multivariate frequency representations.
To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this has not been discussed before. To stress
the formal similarities to our input-tailored approach, we use a similar notation.
Definition 5.2 (Input-weighted system). Let a system S and an input-weight
F be given as
S : Ex˙ = Ax+Gx 2© +Dx⊗ u+Bu+Guu
2© +Bpu˙, x(0) = 0 ∈ R
N
F : u = Czz, z˙ = Azz+Gzz
2© +BzuF , z(0) = 0 ∈ R
q.
Then we call SF : uF 7→ x
SF :
Ew˙ = Aw+ Gw 2© + BuF , w(0) = 0
x = Pxw
with
B =
[
BpCzBz
Bz
]
and E ,A,G as in Definition 5.1,
the input-weighted system.
The upper input-weighted system SF results from the assumption that the inputs of
interest u can be constructed from input-weight F and some auxiliary input uF , and
then incorporating the input-weight into the input-output description. By construc-
tion, SF has a linear input map. Therefore, any standard system-theoretic model
reduction method based on the input-independent multivariate frequency representa-
tions can be used on it to construct an extended reduction basis V . The reduction
basis V for the original system S can then be extracted from the extended basis V
in the same fashion as we do it in our input-tailored approach, cf. Remark 3.6. Of
course, the choice of input-weight F and its influence on the reduction method is an
important issue in this approach, but beyond the scope of this work.
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6. Numerical results. In this section we investigate the numerical performance
of our new input-tailored approximate moment matching in comparison to the system-
theoretic multi-moment matching, the trajectory-based proper orthogonal decompo-
sition, and the method [ZLW+12], [ZW16] based on univariate frequency represen-
tations. We consider three benchmarks, which have been used in literature to test
especially, but not exclusively, nonlinear system-theoretic model reduction methods,
e.g., [ABJ16], [BG17], [Gu12], [BB12c], [BB15], [Gu11]. Apart from a general perfor-
mance comparison, certain aspects are further highlighted in the different benchmark
tests: The viscous Burgers’ equation (Section 6.2) is used to demonstrate the appli-
cability of the extensions from Section 5 to handle non-standard input maps. The
difference of input-tailoring in our method against the use of training trajectories in
proper orthogonal decomposition is illustrated on the other two benchmarks. On the
one hand, different input-scenarios may lead to the same input-tailored expansion,
although the solution trajectories differ nonlinearly. Such an example is discussed
for the Chafee-Infante equation (Section 6.3). On the other hand, our method is
overall less dependent on the input-scenario than the proper orthogonal decomposi-
tion, which is showcased for the nonlinear RC-ladder (Section 6.4). A discussion on
the difference and computational advantage of our approach to [ZLW+12], [ZW16]
concludes Section 6.4 and the numerical section.
6.1. Setup for numerical results. We have implemented our approach, which
we refer to as AssM, in MATLAB. For an efficient realization of Step (2b) in Algo-
rithm 4.1 the routine ’mess lyap’ from M.E.S.S. Toolbox [SKB16] with its default
settings is used. The full order model simulations, referred to as FOM, as well as the
reduced simulation are done using MATLAB’s solver ’ode15s’, where the tolerances are
modified to ’AbsTol = 10−8’ and ’RelTol = 10−6’ and the exact Jacobian matrices are
forwarded to the solver. For the intended comparison, the one-sided multi-moment
matching approach from [BB12b, Alg. 2], [BB12c], which we refer to as MultM, has
been implemented. It aims at matching the moments of the symmetric transfer func-
tions G1(s), at given frequencies (σ1, σ2, . . . , σµ) up to order q1, as well as the multi-
moments of G2(s1, s2), at the diagonal frequency pairs ((σ1, σ1), (σ2, σ2) . . . (σµ, σµ))
up to order q2, where q1 ≥ q2 has to be chosen. We refer to [BB12c], [Bre13], [Gu12]
for details. Just for convenience we choose the same expansion frequencies for AssM,
both for the first and the second associated transfer function and equal moment orders
L1 = · · · = Lµ and L˜1 = · · · = L˜µ for all expansion frequencies, which we denote by
L and L˜. As a heuristic to construct expansion frequencies, we apply IRKA method
to the linear transfer function G1(s), and select the first few real calculated values,
similarly to [BB12b], [BB15], [ABJ16]. Reduction results are also compared to those
gotten from the proper orthogonal decomposition method [KV01], [AH14], referred to
as POD. For the construction of POD we use time snapshots of the training trajectory,
which, if not indicated differently, is chosen as the solution trajectory. We use 300
uniformly distributed time snapshots in all benchmark test cases, as we experienced
no improvements in the results when increasing the number of snapshots. The results
have been generated on an Intel Core i7-8700 CPU, with 3.20GB RAM, and MATLAB
Version 9.3.0.713579 (R2017b).
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6.2. Burgers’ equation. On the spatial domain Ω = (0, 1) we consider the
nonlinear viscous Burger’s equation given by
∂tv(ξ, t) = −v(ξ, t) ∂ξv(ξ, t) + ν ∂ξξv(ξ, t) in (0, 1)× (0, T )
v(0, t) = u(t), ∂ξv(1, t) = 0 in (0, T )
v(ξ, 0) = 0 on [0, 1]
with ν = 0.01. The input u particularly prescribes a Dirichlet boundary condition on
the left boundary (ξ = 0). We choose the output to be the boundary value on the
right, y(t) = v(1, t). The two input-scenario cases we present relate to one linear and
one nonlinear signal generator:
Case 1 Linear signal generator.
u(t) = 0.5 (cos (1.3pit)− cos (5.4pit)− sin (0.6pit) + 1.2 sin (3.1pit))
The input u is a sum of sine- and cosine-functions. Every summand can be
described by a dynamic system, e.g., the last summand u˜(t) = 1.2 sin (3.1pit)
has the linear signal generator
u˜ = [1 | 0]z, z˙ = 3.1pi
[
1
−1
]
z z(0) = 1.2
[
0
1
]
,
and analogously for the others. Superposing these single generators gives the
linear signal generator for u.
Case 2 Nonlinear signal generator.
u(t) =
1
0.5− exp (2t)
+ 2 exp (−t)
The respective signal generator is nonlinear and reads
u = [−0.5 | 2]z, z˙ =
[
−2
−1
]
z+
[
−0.5 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
]
z 2©, z(0) =
[
4
1
]
.
Case 1 is particularly similar to a test case considered in [Bre13], [BB12b], [BB15] for
multi-moment matching.
In the upcoming, we employ two different discretization schemes for the upper
partial differential equations to construct one quadratic-bilinear system with linear
input-dependency (Section 6.2.1), and one with nonlinear input-dependency (Sec-
tion 6.2.2). Note that both discretized systems describe up to a small discretization
error the same dynamics, and should therefore serve as an equally valid basis for model
reduction. The nonlinear input-dependency, however, cannot directly be incorporated
into the input-output based system-theoretic methods. As will be demonstrated, our
input-tailored and input-weighted extensions, respectively, can be used for both dis-
cretizations and show to be almost independent of the underlying discretization.
6.2.1. Full order model formulation with linear input map. The Burgers’
equation is discretized in space with standard central finite differences and uniform
mesh size h implicitly defined by h = 1/(N + 2) with N inner grid points. The
equations for the inner node values vi(t) ≈ v(ξi, t) with ξi = ih read
v˙i = −vi
vi+1 − vi−1
2h
+ ν
vi+1 − 2vi + vi−1
h2
, 1 ≤ i ≤ N.
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Fig. 3. Reduction results for Burgers’ equation with linear input map. Top to bottom: Input u,
output y, output errors. Dimensions: FOM: N = 4000, Reduced models: n = 16 (cf. Table 1).
The discretized boundary conditions give v0 = u and (vN+1 − vN )/h = 0, which we
use to eliminate v0 and vN+1. This leaves us with a quadratic-bilinear full order model
of the form (2.1) with state x(t) = [v1(t); v2(t); . . . ; vN (t)] and E = IN . The output
matrix becomes C = [0, . . . 0, 1], as y = vN+1 = vN due to the boundary conditions.
The parameters used in the model reduction for AssM and MultM are summa-
rized in Table 1. Proceeding from the FOM with N = 4000, this leads to reduced
models of dimension n = 16, which is also the dimension we choose for the reduced
model of POD. The respective results concerning output behavior and absolute error
over time are illustrated in Fig. 3. As can be observed, all methods (AssM, MultM
and POD) perform comparably well, showing a similar error behavior with moder-
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Expansion frequencies AssM & MultM 0.03, 0.22
Order moments
AssM L˜ = 3, L = 2
MultM q1 = 3, q2 = 2
Tolerance AssM : tol 0.001 (Case 1 )
0.0001 (Case 2 )
Resulting dimensions AssM & MultM 16
Table 1
Reduction parameters for Burgers’ equation Case 1 & Case 2 (FOM with N = 4000).
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Fig. 4. Reduction results for Burgers’ equation with linear input map. Comparing reduction
error for unweighted MultM with n = 16 and input-weighted MultM-iw with n = 12. (cf. Table 1
and Fig. 3).
ate numerical oscillations near steep gradients of the solution output in both cases.
Notably, also the POD trained with the solution trajectory itself does not lead to
significantly better results, which indicates that this benchmark example is rather
hard to reduce for any kind of model reduction method.
Our main motivation to introduce input-weighted multi-moment matching, i.e.,
the extension of Section 5.2, is the incorporation of non-standard input-dependencies.
The latter is showcased in the next subsection. But we want to mention that in-
corporation of an input-weight influences the reduction method itself. To illustrate
this, a preliminary comparison of the input-weighted multi-moment matching, which
we refer to as MultM-iw, and the unweighted MultM is done. We construct reduced
models with MultM-iw using the exemplary choice of input-weight
u = z, z˙ = −z + uF , z(0) = 0,
(i.e., Az = −1, Az = 0 and Bz = 1 in Definition 5.2) and otherwise the same
parameters as for MultM in Table 1.
The MultM-iw leads to the smaller dimension n = 12 compared to n = 16 for
MultM, which is due to the input-weighted system, cf. Definition 5.2, not having any
bilinear parts to be considered in the multi-moment matching. In this example the
smaller dimension goes hand in hand with a slightly larger output error, cf. Fig. 4.
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Fig. 5. Difference of reduced outputs for Burgers’ equation under different underlying discretiza-
tions. AssM and MultM-iw (advective discretization, input-linear) versus AssM-q and MultM-q-iw
(conservative discretization, input-nonlinear) (cf. Table 1, Fig. 3 and Fig. 4).
But we note that we also tested both methods with altered reduction parameters
(including different choices of input-weights), and observed comparable results when
the reduced models are constructed to be of equal dimension, e.g., by incorporating
an additional expansion frequency for MultM-iw.
6.2.2. Full order model formulation with nonlinear input map. The
FOM with quadratic input map for the Burger’s equation is constructed as follows:
Instead of using the advective form v ∂ξv for the nonlinearity as in Section 6.2.1, we
rewrite it in conservative form 0.5 ∂ξ(v
2) and then apply the central finite difference
scheme. Then the equations for the inner node values vi read
v˙i = −
v2i+1 − v
2
i−1
4h
+ ν
vi+1 − 2vi + vi−1
h2
, 1 ≤ i ≤ N.
Incorporating the boundary conditions in this new discretization gives a quadratic
term in the input u, resulting in a FOM with nonlinear input map. We use this new
FOM and apply, with the extensions proposed in Section 5, the input-tailored method
and the input-weighted multi-moment matching with the reduction parameters as
before, cf. Table 1. The resulting reduced models are referred to as AssM-q for
the input-tailored, and MultM-q-iw for the input-weighted multi-moment matching
method, respectively.
Independence of the underlying discretization in dimensions of the reduced models
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is observed, i.e., n = 16 for AssM-q and AssM, and n = 12 forMultM-q-iw andMultM-
iw. Also the output response does not change beyond a negligible order much smaller
than the reduction errors, which can be seen comparing the output differences in
Fig. 5 with the output errors in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4.
6.3. Chafee-Infante equation. The Chafee-Infante equation is a one-dimen-
sional convection-diffusion equation for v = v(ξ, t) with a cubic nonlinearity in v.
Following [BB15], we introduce the augmented function w by w = v2, and consider
an artificial differential equation describing w by differentiating the algebraic relation
to get ∂tw = 2v ∂tv. By that a representation with only quadratic nonlinearities
results, reading
∂tv(ξ, t) = −v(ξ, t)w(ξ, t) + ∂ξξv(ξ, t) + v(ξ, t) in (0, 1)× (0, T )
∂tw(ξ, t) = −2w(ξ, t)
2 + 2v(ξ, t) ∂ξξv(ξ, t) + 2v(ξ, t)
2 in (0, 1)× (0, T )
v(0, t) = u(t), ∂ξv(1, t) = 0 in (0, T )
w(0, t) = v(0, t)2, w(1, t) = v(1, t)2 in (0, T )
v(ξ, 0) = v0(ξ), w(ξ, 0) = v0(ξ)2 on [0, 1].
The equations for w(0, t) and w(1, t) should be read as consistency conditions. Trivial
initial conditions for v0 are employed here, and the input u, prescribing a Dirichlet
boundary condition on the left boundary (ξ = 0), is varied over the test cases. In
particular, two test cases distinguishing by a linear scaling α in the input are set up:
u(t) = α [cos (1.3pit)− cos (5.4pit)− sin (0.6pit) + 1.2 sin (3.1pit)]
Case 1 : α = 1.
Case 2 : α = 0.125.
Therefore, the corresponding signal generators of both cases coincide up to a scaling.
(They are a scaling of the signal generator in Case 1 of Section 6.2.)
Similarly as for the Burgers’ equation, we discretize the system in space using cen-
tral finite differences with a uniform mesh with N˜ inner grid points, and eliminate the
boundary node values by means of the boundary conditions. This leads to a quadratic-
bilinear system of the form (2.1) with state x(t) = [v1(t); . . . ; vN˜ (t);w1(t); . . . ;wN˜ (t)]
and E = IN , N = 2N˜ . As output we consider y(t) = v(1, t), implying the output
matrix C = [01,N˜−1, 1,01,N˜ ], since vN˜ = vN˜+1 due to the boundary conditions.
Reduced models of dimension n = 12 are constructed for MultM and AssM
with the parameters of Table 2. Reduced models of the same size are also con-
structed by POD, where we deviated from the standard procedure and constructed
separately bases of dimension 6 each for the physical variables [v1(t); . . . ; vN˜ (t)] and
[w1(t); . . . ;wN˜ (t)], which were then combined to a full block basis of dimension 12.
The direct application of POD onto the full state leads to significantly worse results,
which is known to possibly happen when different physical variables are mixed [AH14].
As POD depends on the chosen training trajectory, the two cases lead to two distinct
POD reduced models. When we test POD models, where training trajectory and
solution trajectory of the test case differ, we indicate by a suffix ’-1 ’ or ’-2 ’ the case
used in the training phase. In contrast, AssM leads to the same reduced model in
both cases, because by construction the input-tailored variational expansions coin-
cide. (The scaling in tol, cf. Table 2, is only needed to compensate for the scaling in
the input.)
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Fig. 6. Reduction results for Chafee-Infante equation. Top to bottom: Output y (with FOM),
output errors for case-independent AssM and MultM, output errors for case-dependent POD models.
Dimensions: FOM: N = 1500, Reduced models: n = 12 (cf. Table 2).
As seen in Fig. 6, the case-independent AssM performs well for both cases, es-
pecially also better than MultM. The results of proper orthogonal decomposition, in
contrast, depend on the training trajectory. Worse results are seen for POD-1 (trained
with Case 1) in Case 2, and POD-2 (trained with Case 2) in Case 1 than for the per-
fectly trained models. In particular, if not trained perfectly, the proper orthogonal
decomposition performs worse than our AssM.
6.4. Nonlinear RC-ladder. This benchmark describes a nonlinear RC-ladder
with N˜ capacitors and I-V diodes. The nonlinearity is due to the diode I-V charac-
teristics, given by g(v) = exp (40v − 1) for voltages v. We use the same setup as in
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Expansion frequencies AssM & MultM 1.5, 21.5, 48.3
Order moments
AssM L˜ = 1, L = 2
MultM q1 = 2, q2 = 2 (σ ∈ {1.5, 21.5})
q1 = 2, q2 = 1 (σ = 48.3)
Tolerance AssM : tol 0.001 (Case 1 )
0.0001 (Case 2 )
Resulting dimensions AssM & MultM 12
Table 2
Reduction parameters for Chafee-Infante equation Case 1 & Case 2 (FOM with N = 1500).
[ABJ16], [BG17], [BB15], but also in [ZLW+12], [ZW16] a similar example has been
studied. The node voltages vi (2 ≤ i ≤ N˜ − 1, and N˜ = 500) are described by
v˙1(t) = −2v1(t) + v2(t)− g(v1(t))− g(v1(t)− v2(t)) + u(t)
v˙i(t) = −2vi(t) + vi−1(t) + vi+1(t) + g(vi−1(t)− vi(t))− g(vi(t)− vi+1(t))
v˙N˜ (t) = −vN˜(t) + vN˜−1(t) + g(vN˜−1(t)− vN˜ (t)).
The input u corresponds to a current source. As detailed, e.g., in [Gu11], [SLSMed],
the system can be recast as a quadratic-bilinear system of size N = 2N˜ = 1000 in the
new variables x1 = v1, and xi = vi−1 − vi for 2 ≤ i ≤ N˜ , and xi = exp (40xi−N˜ − 1)
for N˜ + 1 ≤ i ≤ 2N˜ . The output is chosen as y = x1, and the benchmark is treated
with trivial initial conditions and two different cases of inputs:
Case 1 Exponential pulse. u(t) = exp (−t) with corresponding signal generator
u = z, z˙ = −z, z(0) = 1.
Case 2 Oscillation. u(t) = 1 + cos (10pit) with corresponding signal generator
u = [1 | 0 |1]z, z˙ =

0 10pi
−10pi

 z, z(0) =

10
1

 .
Case 1 and the reduction parameters for MultM are directly taken from [Bre13],
[BB12c], whereas Case 2 is modified from the reference to have a higher amplitude
and frequency.
The reduction parameters for AssM and MultM are summarized in Table 3.
Additionally, standard POD is used to construct reduced models of size n = 11 equal
to the size of the other reduced models. As the inputs in both cases differ nonlinearly
from each other, both, POD and AssM lead to different reduced models depending
on the case used in the reduction step. We indicate the models where the training
scenario and the test case do not coincide by a suffix ’-1 ’ or ’-2 ’ for the case used in
the training trajectory or input-tailoring, respectively.
As seen in Fig. 7, AssM outperforms MultM here by up to two orders. Perfectly
trained POD is yet superior to both system-theoretic methods, but falls off strongly
when the training scenario differs from the test case. In contrast, our AssM method
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Fig. 7. Reduction results for nonlinear RC-ladder. Top to bottom: Output y (with FOM),
output errors of methods with training case and test case coinciding, output errors of AssM and
POD with training case and test case disagreeing. Dimensions: FOM: N = 1000, Reduced models:
n = 11 (cf. Table 3).
shows to be much less sensitive to the training scenario. We observe reduction errors
of up to two orders smaller than for POD, when training and test case disagree (cf.
last row of Fig. 7).
Remark 6.1 (Choice of signal generator). There is no necessity to choose the
signal generator in the reduction phase of AssM such that it generates the signal of
the test case, as we did mostly throughout this paper. Robust (input-independent)
other choices for signal generators are yet an open issue to us. Let us, however,
note that in our experience the impact of the chosen signal generator in AssM is not
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Expansion frequencies AssM & MultM 1
Order moments
AssM L˜ = 3, L = 2
MultM q1 = 5, q2 = 2
Tolerance AssM : tol 0.0006
Resulting dimensions AssM & MultM 11
Table 3
Reduction parameters for nonlinear RC-ladder (FOM with N = 1000).
comparably strong as the impact of training trajectories in POD.
In a last test, we exemplarily showcase the importance of the newly proposed
approximation condition (3.6b). This condition has no analog in the former method
[ZLW+12], [ZW16]. We repeat the test cases for the RC-ladder using AssM with
altered parameters involving multiple expansion frequencies as described in Table 4.
The expansion frequencies are, as mentioned, found by applying IRKA onto the first
transfer function of the Volterra series. The model AssM-mu aims for the approx-
imation condition (3.6b) up to a small tolerance, whereas in AssM-inf the approx-
imation condition is ignored and instead more expansion frequencies are used. The
latter therefore relates to [ZLW+12], [ZW16]. Although both models are of equal size
n = 12, AssM-mu leads to profoundly better results, as seen in Fig. 8.
Remark 6.2 (Performance). Our method AssM yields low order high fidelity mod-
els that are competitive and overall similar to other system-theoretic model reduction
methods as the multi-moment matching. It naturally extends to systems with non-
standard input maps, cf. Section 5 and comparisons in Section 6.2.2, which makes
it in this respect similarly flexible as the trajectory-based methods like proper orthog-
onal decomposition. In contrast to trajectory-based methods, AssM does not rely on
pre-calculated full order model simulations. The most crucial part of its offline phase
consists in the solution of Lyapunov-type equations, which makes it more costly than
the offline phase of simple multi-moment matching. Nonetheless, our implementation
is a profound enhancement over the approach in [ZLW+12], [ZW16] in terms of offline
times. We refer to [SLSMed], where we showcased the latter. The time savings stem
from the exploitation of the appearing low-rank tensor structures, cf. Section 4.1.
Discussion and Conclusion. In this paper we suggested a new system-theoretic
model reduction approach for quadratic-bilinear dynamical systems, which is based
on a different perspective as the multivariate frequency-based ones. Instead of relying
on input-output modeling, we used the notion of signal generator driven systems. By
that input-tailored variational expansions were constructed for a large class of inputs.
We compared our approach to the system-theoretic multi-moment matching and the
trajectory-based proper orthogonal decomposition, and observed rather similar perfor-
mance to the former. Compared to the method [ZLW+12], [ZW16], which also utilizes
univariate frequency representations, our method shows profound enhancements re-
garding analytical results and numerical performance. We stress that in contrast to
existing system-theoretic reduction methods, our method naturally extends to systems
with non-standard input dependencies, such as, e.g., quadratic terms, time derivatives.
As a byproduct of the latter, we also suggested a modification of input-output based
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Expansion frequencies AssM-mu 1.2, 8.8, 37.7, 108.2
AssM-inf 0.2, 1.3, 5.9, 20.0, 56.1, 121.3
Order moments AssM-mu & AssM-inf L˜ = 1, L = 1
Tolerance AssM-mu: tol 0.0005
AssM-inf : tol ∞
Resulting dimensions AssM-mu & AssM-inf 12
Table 4
Reduction parameters using multiple expansion frequencies for nonlinear RC-ladder (FOM with
N = 1000).
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Fig. 8. Reduction errors for nonlinear RC-ladder with multiple expansion frequencies. Dimen-
sions: FOM: N = 1000, Reduced models: n = 12 (cf. Table 4).
system-theoretic methods able to handle non-standard input dependencies.
We restricted the discussion in the main part to variational expansion terms up
to order two. Nonetheless, the results are presented in a tensor notation allowing
for convenient generalizations to higher order, as provided in Appendix A for the
third order terms. Regarding higher order terms in the numerical implementation,
of course, the typical adaptions for the handling of tensors with order higher than
two, have to be integrated, cf. [KT10], [KK18]. Other possible extensions of our
approach could include more sophisticated automated choices of expansion frequencies
or generic (input-independent) signal generators, as well as the handling of systems
with more general nonlinearities.
Appendix A. Univariate frequency representation of third order.
Our approach uses univariate frequency representations tailored towards user-
pre-defined families of inputs. This appendix provides the expressions and results
associated to the third order term W˘3. In particular, we state the respective extensions
of Lemma 2.5 and Theorem 3.9. The cascade- and tensor-structured pattern, which
the second order terms and their moments evidently have, is preserved.
Lemma A.1 (Counterpart of Lemma 2.5). Assume that the requirements of The-
orem 2.3 hold true. Then the associated frequency representation W˘3 can also be
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formulated with the linear representation
W˘3(s) = C˘3
(
sE˘3 − A˘3
)−1
b˘3,
with E˘3 =

E E 2©
E 3©

 , A˘3 =

A 2G2©EA G ⊗ E
3©EA


b˘3 =

 00
b 3©

 , C˘3 = [IM 0 0] .
The linear state representation follows by straight forward calculus from Theorem 2.3.
Theorem A.2 (Counterpart of Theorem 3.9). Assume the requirements of The-
orem 2.3 and Lemma A.1 hold, and let for given s0 ∈ C the matrix As0 = −s0E+A be
nonsingular. Then the moments m
(3)
i of W˘3 at s0 are characterized by the recursion
formula:
i = 0 : 3©EAs0/3 η
(3)
0 = −b
3©
2©EAs0/2 µ
(3)
0 = −G ⊗ E η
(3)
0
As0 m
(3)
0 = −2G µ
(3)
0
i > 0 : 3©EAs0/3 η
(3)
i = E
3©
η
(3)
i−1
2©EAs0/2 µ
(3)
i = E
2©
µ
(3)
i−1−G ⊗ E η
(3)
i
As0 m
(3)
i = E m
(3)
i−1−2G µ
(3)
i .
Moreover, k
(3)
i = [m
(3)
i ;µ
(3)
i ;η
(3)
i ] are the moments of s 7→
(
sE˘3 − A˘3
)−1
b˘3 at s0.
The proof follows similarly as the one of Theorem 3.9.
Appendix B. Proof of Theorem 2.3.
This appendix provides the proof of Theorem 2.3. The variational expansion w.r.t.
the initial conditions in Theorem 2.3 is particularly based on the following well-known
result (Theorem B.1) for which we state a proof for completeness.
Theorem B.1. Consider the α-dependent differential equation
w˙(t;α) = f(t,w(t;α)) t ∈ (0, T )
w(0;α) = bˆ+ αb, with bˆ, b ∈ RM
for T > 0, f being N + 1 times continuously differentiable w.r.t. w and continuous
w.r.t. t. For α ∈ I, I ⊂ R being a bounded interval containing zero, the family of
α-dependent solutions w(·, α) can be expanded as
w(t;α) = w0(t) +
N∑
i=1
αiwi(t) +O(α
N+1), t ∈ [0, T ).
Proof. With the regularity assumptions on the right hand side f, unique solutions
are given by the Picard-Lindelo¨f theorem for all α ∈ I. Moreover, the solution w is
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N+1 times continuously differentiable w.r.t. α. For both statements we refer to, e.g.,
[Har02, Sec. 4], [Chi06, Sec. 1]. Therefore, a Taylor series in α around α = 0 gives
w(t;α) = w0(t) +
N∑
i=1
αiwi(t) + O(α
N+1)
with wi(t) :=
1
i!
∂i
∂αi
w(t;α)|α=0.
Furthermore, we use the following technical result from [BB12a], [Bre13].
Lemma B.2. Let P,A ∈ RM,M , B ∈ RM,K , C ∈ RK,M , D ∈ RK,K , and let
M =
[
IM ⊗
[
IM
0K,M
]
IM ⊗
[
0M,K
IK
]]
.
Then it holds
MT
(
P⊗
[
A B
C D
])
M =
[
P⊗A P⊗B
P⊗C P⊗D
]
.
Moreover, M is a permutation matrix and therefore orthogonal, i.e., M−1 = MT .
Let us now turn to the proof of Theorem 2.3.
Proof. (Of Theorem 2.3) Theorem B.1 with f(t,w) = E−1(Aw + Gw 2©) can be
used to get
w(t;α) =
N∑
i=1
αiwi(t) + O(α
N+1).
The term w0 scaling with α
0 drops out here as the solution for α = 0 is w ≡ 0.
Inserting this series representation into the differential equation and equating equal
powers in α, we get
Ew˙1 = Aw1, w1(0) = b
Ew˙2 = Aw2 + Gw
2©
1 , w2(0) = 0
Ew˙3 = Aw3 + G (w1 ⊗w2 +w2 ⊗w1) , w3(0) = 0.
On the upper equation for w1, the standard Laplace-transform can be done, e.g.,
[Ant05], which gives the unique univariate frequency representation W˘1 of w1. More-
over, formally rewriting the equation for w1 with the help of a Dirac impulse as
Ew˙1 = Aw1 + bδ(t), lim
t¯↑0
w1(t¯) = 0
does not change its Laplace transform. Also multivariate frequency representations of
wi, i = 2, 3 can now be constructed following the standard procedure [Gu12], [Rug81],
[ZW16]. To construct the desired univariate associated frequency representations
W˘i, the Associated Transform [Rug81] can be applied to the respective multivariate
frequency representations of wi. This step has already been performed for exactly our
set of equations (using the Dirac impulse expression in the equation for w1) in [ZW16],
[ZLW+12], see Remark 2.10. Therefore, our associated frequency representations
coincide with their formally derived ones, and we can reuse their results. For W˘2,
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the expression (2.3b) equals [ZW16, eq. (20)]. To derive expression (2.3c) for W˘3, the
following abbreviations are useful
E˘2 =
[
E
E 2©
]
, A˘2 =
[
A G
2©EA
]
, b˘2 =
[
0
b 2©
]
, C˘2 =
[
IM 0
]
,
cf. Lemma 2.5. Then expression [ZW16, eq. (23)] for W˘3 is equivalent to
W˘3(s) = (sE − A)
−1G[
(C˘2 ⊗ IM )(sE˘2 ⊗ E − (A˘2 ⊗ E + E˘2 ⊗A))
−1(b˘2 ⊗ b)
+ (IM ⊗ C˘2)(sE ⊗ E˘2 − (E ⊗ A˘2 +A⊗ E˘2))
−1(b⊗ b˘2)
]
.
It remains to prove that this is equivalent to (2.3c). First we show that
(IM ⊗ C˘2)(sE ⊗ E˘2 − (E ⊗ A˘2 +A⊗ E˘2))
−1(b⊗ b˘2)
= (C˘2 ⊗ IM )(sE˘2 ⊗ E − (A˘2 ⊗ E + E˘2 ⊗A))
−1(b˘2 ⊗ b).(B.1)
Using the respective orthogonal permutation matrix M from Lemma B.2, we get
(IM ⊗ C˘2)(sE ⊗ E˘2 − (E ⊗ A˘2 +A⊗ E˘2))
−1(b ⊗ b˘2)
= (IM ⊗ C˘2)M(sM
TE ⊗ E˘2M−M
T (E ⊗ A˘2 +A⊗ E˘2)M)
−1MT (b ⊗ b˘2)
Then by Lemma B.2 we have
MTE ⊗ E˘2M =
[
E ⊗ E
E ⊗ E 2©
]
=
[
E 2©
E 3©
]
= E˘2 ⊗ E
MT (A⊗ E˘2 + E ⊗ A˘2)M =
[
2©EA G ⊗ E
3©EA
]
= (A˘2 ⊗ E + E˘2 ⊗A).
A small calculation shows
MT b⊗ b˘2 =
[
0
b 3©
]
= b˘2 ⊗ b
IM ⊗ C˘2M = C˘2 ⊗ IM = [IM2 |0],
which together gives the equality (B.1). We therefore have
W˘3(s) = 2(sE − A)
−1G[IM2 |0]
[
sE˘2 ⊗ E − (A˘2 ⊗ E + E˘2 ⊗A)
]−1
(b˘2 ⊗ b)
= 2(sE − A)−1G
(
sE 2© − 2©EA
)−1
G ⊗ E
(
sE 3© − 3©EA
)−1
b 3©,
i.e., representation (2.3c). In the last step we just used the upper-triangular structure
of the matrix in the squared brackets to be inverted to factorize the term.
Appendix C. Variational expansion w.r.t. multidimensionally parame-
trized initial conditions.
This appendix deals with the generalization of the variational expansion in The-
orem 2.3. Instead of just dealing with α-dependent initial conditions w(0;α) = αb as
in the main part of this paper, initial conditions parametrized in a multidimensional
linear space spanned by the column span of a matrix B0 ∈ R
M,K can be regarded.
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We consider the r-dependent dynamical system
Ew˙(t; r) = Aw(t; r) + G (w(t; r)) 2©, t ∈ (0, T )
w(0; r) = B0r, for r ∈ R
K
with T > 0 and system matrices E ,G as in Theorem 2.3. The respective generalization
of Theorem 2.3 then leads to the expansion
w(t; r) =
N∑
i=1
wi(t)r
i© + higher order terms.
Again, the wi have Laplace transforms W˘i analogously as in Theorem 2.3, where only
b is replaced by B0 at all instances.
To see that this holds true, we note that for each concrete choice of r one can
define b˜ such that b˜ = B0r. Then the state equation for w also can be written as
Ew˙(t) = Aw(t) + G(w(t)) 2©, w(0) = b˜.
Now use Theorem 2.3 and expand for b˜ = αb the solution w in α. Afterwards re-
substitute the ’b˜ i©’-terms with the relation b˜ i© = (B0r)
i© = B
i©
0 r
i©, which gives the
expressions we claimed.
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